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Abstract As a tool of item management, the primary goal
of RFID middleware is to transmit a series of filtered tag
data to the RFID-based applications, and so it has to provide
a means for specifying event-constraints to refine and filter
the raw data from the associated RF readers. However, the
current specifications, such as EPCIS’s ALE, ISO/IEC’s SSI
and other vendor-specific specifications, are too circumstan-
tial to be understood by the application developers, and also
they have to get acquainted with the technological details of
those various types of specifications. To alleviate these dif-
ficulties, this paper proposes a referential framework con-
sisting of unified RFID event-constraint specification and its
managerial mechanisms, and we dub it a policy-driven RFID
event management framework. The essential components of
the framework are an XML-based RFID event management
policy definition language and a policy exchanging proto-
col. Through the proposed framework, it is expected for the
RFID-based application developers to be able to easily spec-
ify their event-constraints without acquainting with the tech-
nological details of the current specifications.

Keywords RFID middleware · RFID event-constraints ·
SSI application interfaces · EPCIS application level event ·
Event policy
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we conceive a unified and highly abstracted
RFID event-constraints management system, and by which
the RFID application developers are able to not only eas-
ily define their RFID event-constraints, but also enhance
the understandability of RFID middleware internals from
the user’s point of view. This conceived system conclu-
sively can be embodied from a systematic framework that
is proposed in this paper and dubbed ‘policy-driven RFID
event management framework.’ In other words, we would
adopt the basic concept of policy [20, 21] to effectively ex-
press RFID event-constraints, and devise a series of mech-
anisms and an XML-based language to define and control
the event-constraint policies. Furthermore, from the fields’
experiences and the survey reports [1, 2, 7], we have also
realized that the existing REID events management sys-
tems supporting EPCglobal ALE1 [4, 5], ISO/IEC 24791-22

[12, 13] and the other vendor-specific (non-standards) spec-
ifications have been suffering from the deficiency issues of
usability, transparency, effectiveness and flexibility; Conse-
quently, these issues ought to be the requirements that the
referential framework proposed in this paper should satisfy.

Particularly, the usability issue is directly related with the
degree of complexity on the RFID events management spec-
ifications. At present, it is hard to say that almost all RFID
events management tools provide an easy way of event cycle
definition interfaces so as for the application developers to
be able to simply and conveniently use. Therefore, it is very
important to provide useful RFID events management spec-
ifications with intuitive interfaces. And, the transparency is-
sue has something to do with the differences among the

1Application Level Events Spec.
2ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 31/WG 4 SSI Part 2: Data Management.
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Fig. 1 Motivation and the
conceptual framework

conventional de facto standards for RFID events manage-
ment. That is to say, the RFID application developers and its
managers should understand the details of each of the corre-
sponding standards, and it means, however, that understand-
ing everything is understanding nothing. It is very important
to provide a certain level of transparencies to the RFID ap-
plication developers and the RFID middleware managers in
order for them to define and place their event management
cycles through a certain type of unified and middleware-
independent interfaces. As a necessary consequence, to the
application developers, actually it is much more important to
provide a highly abstracted interfacing component for spec-
ifying and expressing their applications’ semantic contents
with some reasonable transparencies. A little more specifi-
cally speaking, it might be no doubt that the current EPC-
global’s ALE [3–5] specification and the ISO/IEC 24791
SSI Part 4’s Application Interface [12, 13] are unsatisfied
with the crucial requirement, providing a means for specify-
ing applications’ semantic contents with a reasonable trans-
parency. Also, in the literature there have been several tri-
als [8–11, 23, 24] that suggested alternative approaches pos-
sibly satisfying the crucial requirement, and however, none
of these trials might be sufficient. We describe the differ-
ences between those conventional trials and our approach in
the related work section.

Consequentially, in this paper we propose an approach
for reasonably embodying the interfacing component be-
tween the RFID applications and the internal blocks of the
conventional RFID middleware systems, and we entitle our
approach to ‘policy-driven RFID event management frame-
work,’ and eventually we show the framework to be able
to satisfy the crucial requirement. In order to deploy our
approach, the remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows; The next section briefly describes about the motivation
and scope of this paper. Section 3 works out the concept
of event-constraints policy and the details of the proposed
framework, and finalizes with a practical example. And in
the Sect. 4 we describe the comparisons and literature sur-
veys related to the topic of the paper.

2 Motivation and the scope

As stated in the introductory section, we try to devise a uni-
fied and highly abstracted interfacing component between
a RFID middleware system and its applications. Out of the
interfacing component’s functions, the most essential one is
to specify and define event-constraints in order to filter and
refine a huge number of raw data transmitted from the as-
sociated RF readers. So, it is a natural way to have an in-
terfacing component being charged with the event manage-
ment functionality, which is so-called a RFID event manage-
ment framework. That’s why almost all of the conventional
RFID middleware frameworks provide their own GUI-based
features for easily specifying event-constraints based on
the standardized specifications, like ECPGlobal’s ALE and
ISO/IEC SSI’s Part 2 (data management), including some
additional vendor-specific specifications, as shown in the
left-hand side of Fig. 1. In spite of these convenient frame-
works, however, the problem that we would raise a new is-
sue in this paper is that the application developers still ought
to acquire a reasonable degree of knowledge on all of those
standardized specifications, and which is the reason why we
try to contrive a new interfacing component not only satis-
fying the crucial requirement but also being able to unify
all of the conventional standardized specifications defined
in the EPCglobal architectural framework [3–6], ISO/IEC’s
SSI3 architectural framework [12, 13], and others.

As illustrated in the right-hand side of Fig. 1, the pro-
posed approach for embodying the unified and highly ab-
stracted interfacing component is to newly implement the
RFID event policy management system that takes complete
charge of the interpretation of highly abstracted event policy
as well as the transformation of the received policy into the
corresponding RFID event specifications of the underlying
middleware systems. Through the proposed approach, it is
reasonably possible for the application developers to be able
to easily define their event-constraints without acquainting

3ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 31/WG 4 SSI (System Software Infrastructure).
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with the technological details of the conventional standard-
ized specifications. This is the main motivation of the paper.

3 Designing a referential framework

According to the motivation and the scope described in the
previous section, we devise a referential framework that
becomes an implementation template for making up any
species of the RFID event policy management system, and
we dub it “a policy-driven RFID event management frame-
work”. In this section, we give the detailed description of the
designed referential framework, and additionally, we intro-
duce some principles to be applied to designing the frame-
work, and describe about the basic concept of policy [17] as
a proper means of satisfying the design principles.

3.1 Design principles and event policies

Basically, when we design a referential framework as an im-
plementation template of the interfacing component4 con-
ceptually defined in the previous section, it is very important
to consider how the framework is able to handle the defi-
ciency issues pointed out in the introductory section. There-
fore, we have to take into account something as the design
principles coping with the deficiency issues; The followings
are to describe them according to each of the deficiency is-
sues:

– The usability issue is directly related with the degree of
complexity on the RFID events management specifica-
tions. At present, it is hard to say that almost all RFID
events management tools provide an easy way of the event
cycle definition interfaces so as for the novice users to
be able to simply and conveniently use. Therefore, it is
very important to provide useful RFID events manage-
ment specifications along with a certain fashion of intu-
itive and graphical interfaces as well.

– And, the transparency issue has something to do with the
differences among the conventional de facto standards for
RFID events management. That is to say, the RFID ap-
plication developers and its managers should understand
the details of each of the corresponding standards, and it
means, however, that understanding everything is under-
standing nothing. Therefore, it is very important to pro-
vide a certain level of transparencies to the RFID appli-
cation developers and the RFID middleware managers in
order for them to define and place their event management
cycles through a certain type of unified and middleware-
independent interfaces.

4This implies a policy-driven RFID event management system, which
is a physically implementable interfacing component spawned from the
referential framework.

– Also, the effectiveness issue in RFID events management
might be one of the very realistic problems that should be
resolved for the RFID industries having a great vision for
the future markets. Because, without an effective and au-
tomatic means for the RFID events managing operations
such as registering, deploying/un-deploying and monitor-
ing operations, it is almost impossible to effectively han-
dle those various and dynamic situations where the RFID
application industries are confronting and struggling with.
Therefore, we need an automatic mechanism which can
be replaced with the conventional RFID events manage-
ment methods and can minimize involvement of the man-
agers’ manual works by providing more effective RFID
events management operations.

– Finally, the flexibility issue concerns about expending the
RFID application domains. The traditional RFID events
processing systems are able to handle just their own
vendor-specific specifications and to support their own
limited industries as well, which implies not only that
their systems are inoperable with other systems without
any type of modifications, but also that they are unable to
flexibly expend their domains and collaborate with other
systems. Therefore, we need a flexible specification that
is applicable to other RFID events management systems.

As a basic concept that might not only be satisfied with
the design principles but be able to synthetically represent
the RFID event-constraints [4, 5, 12], we would adopt the
concept of policy [17, 20, 21] that has already well-defined
and well-testified its usability and effectiveness in the litera-
ture [18, 19]. The followings are to summarize the definition
of the event policy concept and its operational principles:

– Basically, the concept of RFID event management policy
is a specification of rules that formally describe one or
more actions to be enacted at the moment of occurring a
series of predefined RFID events according to be satisfied
with a certain type of situational conditions.

– Thus, an event policy is formally defined by a pair of pol-
icy conditions, which imply the conditions of occurring
the corresponding events, and policy actions, which im-
ply the corresponding actions to be enacted.

– The policy conditions are possibly categorized into tem-
poral condition type, geographical condition type and re-
port condition type. The temporal condition type includes
those conditions specifying valid event collecting periods
and event cycle-times; the geographical condition type is
related with those conditions designating logical locations
or areas as either collective or forbidden; and the report
condition type is used to setting up tag patterns or code
values of collective events and forbidden events for ar-
ranging filtered result reports to be applied to RFID ap-
plications.

– The policy actions have something to do with execu-
tions of RFID application services and interconnections

Author's personal copy
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Fig. 2 The proposed referential
framework

to RFID device management applications. For example,
a policy action may set up the location of trigger5 to be
invoked for delivering the prepared event reports to the
receiving applications.

– Based upon the basic concept of event policy and its op-
erational principles, we design a set of formal represen-
tation formats of event policies, and their details are de-
scribed in the next section.

Conclusively, by considering the design principles and
the concept of event policies, we derive a policy-driven
RFID events management framework and its related mecha-
nisms including the event policy representation formats. Par-
ticularly the designed framework plays a role of referential
framework for instantiating a series of policy-driven RFID
event management systems, and it should be surely able to
convey more convenient, intelligent and broad-ranged RFID
services to the RFID application developers and managers.
Simultaneously, we strongly believe that the proposed RFID
events management framework be an impeccable solution
for realizing the useful effective, flexible, and extensible
RFID events management systems, too. In the next sections,
we describe the details of the referential framework and its
components.

3.2 A referential framework and its component types

Based upon the design principles reflecting the issues elu-
cidated above, the paper newly devises a referential frame-
work that is driven by the concept of policy [20, 21] in spec-
ifying RFID event-constraints, and it is so entitled “Policy-
driven RFID events management framework”. Figure 2 de-

5This is classified into the intermediate application type in the EPC-
global’s architecture and ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 31/WG 4—Part 1 Archi-
tecture.

picts the referential framework with five conceptual com-
ponent types—RFID event-management policy definition
tool, RFID event-management policy engine, RFID event-
management policy administration/monitoring client—and
RFID event-management policy client|and four interface
types centering around the RFID event-management policy
engine component type. As you see, the referential frame-
work only gives a conceptual architecture for eventually em-
bodying a physical implementation of a policy-driven event
management system. This is why we use the term, concep-
tual component type, in describing the referential frame-
work; Which implies that each of these conceptual compo-
nent types is physically embodied into a physical component
of a physical system that is instantiated from the referential
framework.

At this moment, we would emphasize the real implica-
tion of the referential framework, again. Particularly, the
interface between the policy engines in the center box la-
beled ‘RFID event-management policy enactment service’
and the policy engines in the left-hand sided box labeled
‘other RFID event-management policy enactment service’
in Fig. 2 is to address the inter-operability issue between
heterogeneous RFID event-management policy systems that
are instantiated and implemented from the proposed refer-
ential framework. In summary, the simple descriptions and
architectural roles of the component types and their inter-
faces organizing the referential framework are followings:

◦ RFID event-management policy definition tool This build-
time component type is a modeling software for graph-
ically defining RFID event management policies based
upon their grammar and XML-based schema, and for
eventually transforming the defined graphical policies to
textual policies. This software tool is equipped with at

Author's personal copy
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least two repositories—reference information6 repository
and defined policy models repository—as well as a series
of verification and analysis features for validating the de-
fined policy models.

◦ RFID event-management policy enactment service This
runtime component type is realized through a networked
group of enactment engines. Each of the engines per-
forms the enactment and control of the registered event
management policies stored on the repository. Also, they
process and reply to various types of messages requested
from the corresponding administration, monitoring and
runtime clients. The primary function of the engines is
to transform an event management policy into an event-
constraints specification that complies to the underlying
RFID middleware system’s specification language, such
as EPCGlobal’s ALE standard, ISO/IEC JTC1 WG4’s
Data Management standard, or other vendor-specific
event-constraints specifications.

◦ RFID event-management policy administration/monitor-
ing client This runtime component type is a special run-
time client designated to audit and monitor the statuses of
the associated policy enactment engines and the enacted
event management policies.

◦ RFID event-management policy enforcement service This
runtime component type is made up of two compart-
ments|enforcement point and clients. The enforcement
point plays a role of mediator between a group of pol-
icy enactment engines and a client. Particularly, the
client implies the underlying RFID middleware system
based on one of the conventional event-constraints spec-
ification languages, like EPCGlobal’s ALE standard,
ISO/IEC JTC1 WG4’s Data Management standard, or
other vendor-specific event-constraints specifications.

Additionally, the referential framework needs to the op-
erational mechanisms for connecting those buildtime com-
ponents and runtime components, which are the event man-
agement policy definition language abbreviated to RMPDL
and the event management policy message exchange proto-
col shortened to RMPXP, as shown in Fig. 2. The buildtime
component defines a series of event management policies
under the grammatical rules of the event management policy
definition language, while the runtime components commu-
nicate each other by the event management policy message
exchange protocol. The language, RMPDL, is a means to
provide an unified interface to the conventional RFID events
processing systems, each of which complies with its own
RFID events management specifications including various
international and de facto standards, and it also is character-
ized by an abstracted and graphical specification language

6Rules, areas, application programs, etc. that the modelers have to refer
to define conditions and actions of policy models.

coping with EPCglobal ALE, ISO/IEC 24791-2 and other
domain-specific standards.

Based on this language, the application developers are
able to easily define and deploy RFID event manage-
ment policies through the intuitive and graphical modeling
methodology. While on the other hand, the protocol of the
framework, RMPXP, aims at supporting the conventional
RFID events processing systems as policy clients that ask
for appropriate RFID events management policies, and man-
aging the active communications with policy servers that
are configured through multiple policy enactment engines
associated with the corresponding RFID events manage-
ment policies. In the next section, we try to implement a
possible policy-driven RFID event-constraints management
system conceptually instantiated from the referential frame-
work and operating under the operational mechanisms.

4 Implementing the referential framework

By instantiating the referential framework and its oper-
ational mechanisms proposed in this paper, we imple-
ment a tangible policy-driven RFID event management
system. As depicted in Fig. 3, we implement the policy
enactment engine with two subsystems—policy definition
and transformation subsystem and policy analysis and en-
actment subsystem—and two operational mechanisms—
rXPDL (XML-based RFID event management policy defi-
nition language) and rXPXP (XML-based RFID event man-
agement policy exchange protocol), which are the instance
of the RMPDL and the RMPXP of the referential frame-
work, respectively.

The language is providing an unified interface to the con-
ventional RFID events processing systems, each of which
complies with its own RFID events management specifica-
tions including various international and de facto standards.
Of course, it is an abstracted and graphical specification
language covering EPCglobal ALE, ISO/IEC 24791-2 and
other vendor-specific event-constraints specifications, and

Fig. 3 Possible architecture of a policy-driven RFID event manage-
ment system
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Fig. 4 Meta-model of rXPDL

the users so can easily define and deploy RFID event man-
agement policies through the intuitive and graphical model-
ing approach. On the other hand, the protocol is supporting
the conventional RFID events processing systems as policy
enforcement clients that ask for appropriate RFID events
management policies, and the active communications with
policy servers that are configured with multiple performance
engines with respect to the RFID events management poli-
cies. The detailed descriptions of the language and the pro-
tocol are given in the following subsections.

4.1 Buildtime subsystem: defining policies

As described in the previous section, we assume we imple-
ment a RFID event management policy definition tool as the
buildtime component of the referential framework. This tool
is a software system that supports for the users to define a
RFID event management policy model that is based on the
meta-model shown in Fig. 4. As you can see in the meta-
model of rXPDL, a RFID event management policy model is
defined by associating conditions, actions and roles that are
represented by the condition types of time, location, target
and report, the report consumer, and the enforcement point,
respectively. In terms of the tool’s functionality, basically it
is necessary to be equipped with a policy repository, a rel-
evant information repository and a policy verifier and ana-
lyzer.

According to the meta-model, we build an XML schema
for the RFID event-constraints policy definition language,
rXPDL. The schema is hierarchically structured and syntac-
tically represented in the Backus Naur Form. A policy is
defined by a set of actions and conditions. The actions are
activated by one of the types of URI (Universal Resource
Identifier)—HTTP, JMS, TCP and File, while the conditions
are defined by four properties—time, location, target and re-
port. Conclusively the followings are the whole details of the
schema:

(1) rXPDL: XML-based RFID Event Management Policy Defini-

tion Language’s Schema

1: < POLICY-STATEMENT > ::= Policy {
2: < POLICY-NAME >
3: < DESCRIPTION >
4: < POLICY-ROLES >
5: < POLICY-CONDITIONS >
6: < POLICY-ACTIONS >
7: }
8: < POLICY-CONDITIONS > ::= PolicyConditions
{
10: < CONDITION-OP-TYPE >
11: < POLICY-CONDITIONS-DETAILS >
12: }
13: < POLICY-ACTIONS > ::= PolicyActions {
15: < ACTION-OP-TYPE >
16: < POLICY-ACTIONS-DETAILS >
17: }

(2) Policy-Conditions Definition Schema

1: < POLICY-CONDITIONS-DETAILS > ::= <> | <
POLICY-CONDITION-STATEMENT >
2: | < POLICY-CONDITIONS-DETAILS > < POLICY-
CONDITION-STATEMENT >
3: < POLICY-CONDITION-STATEMENT > ::= Policy-
Condition {
5: < POLICY-CONDITION-NAME >
6: < DESCRIPTION >
7: < TIME-CONDITION-STATEMENT >
8: < LOCATION-CONDITION-STATEMENT >
9: < TARGET-CONDITION-STATEMENT >
10: < REPORT-CONDITION-STATEMENT >
11: }

(3) Policy-Actions Definition Schema

1: < POLICY-ACTIONS-DETAILS > ::= < POLICY-
ACTION-STATEMENT > |
2: < POLICY-ACTIONS-DETAILS > < POLICY-
ACTION-STATEMENT >
3: < POLICY-ACTION-STATEMENT > ::= PolicyAc-
tion {
5: < POLICY-ACTION-NAME >
6: < DESCRIPTION >
7: < REPORT-CONSUMERS >
8: < ACTION-NOTI-URI >
9: < ACTION-FUNCTION >
10: }
10: < POLICY-ACTION-NAME > ::= policyAction-
Name = <NAME>;
11: <REPORT-CONSUMERS>::=reportConsumer=<CONSUMERS>;
12: <ACTION-NOTI-URI>::=actionNotiURI=<URI-
TYPE>;
13: <ACTION-URI>::= actionURI = <URI>;
14: <CONSUMERS>::=<> |<CON-
SUMER>|<CONSUMERS>,<CONSUMER>
15: <URI-TYPE>::=<HTTP-RECEIVER-URI> |

< JMS-RECEIVER-URI > |
< TCP-RECEIVER-URI > |
< FILE-RECEIVER-URI >

(4) Time Condition Definition Schema

1: < TIME-CONDITION-STATEMENT > ::= <> |
PolicyTimeCondition {
2: < TIME-CONDITION-NAME >
3: < DESCRIPTION >
4: < START-TIME >
5: < FINISH-TIME >
6: < EVENT-CYCLE >
7: }
8: <TIME-CONDITION-
NAME>::=timeConditionName=<NAME>;
9: <START-TIME>::=<>|startTime=<DATETIME>;
10: <FINISH-TIME>::=<>|finishTime=<DATETIME>;
11: <EVENT-CYCLE>::=<UNSIGN-INTEGER>;
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(5) Location Condition Definition Schema

1: < LOCATION-CONDITION-STATEMENT > ::= <> |
PolicyLocationCondition {
2: < LOCATION-CONDITION-NAME >
3: < DESCRIPTION >
4: < INCLUDE-TYPE >
5: < LOCATIONS >
6: }
7: <LOCATION-CONDITION-NAME> ::= locationCon-
ditionName = <NAME>;
8: <INCLUDE-TYPE>::=includeType=<INCLUDE-
EXCLUDE>;
9: <INCLUDE-EXCLUDE>::=INCLUDE | EXCLUDE
10: <LOCATIONS>::=<>| locationSet={<LOCATION-
SET>};
11: <LOCATION-SET>::=<> |
<LOCATION>|<LOCATION-SET>,<LOCATION>
12: <LOCATION> ::= any sequence of unicode
characters starting with a letter of location
name

(6) Target Condition Definition Schema

1: < TARGET-CONDITION-STATEMENT > ::= <> |
PolicyTargetCondition {
2: < TARGET-CONDITION-NAME >
3: < DESCRIPTION >
4: < INCLUDE-TYPE >
5: < TARGETS >
6: }
7: <LOCATION-CONDITION-NAME>::= targetCondi-
tionName=<NAME>;
8: <INCLUDE-TYPE>::= includeType=<INCLUDE-
EXCLUDE>;
9: <INCLUDE-EXCLUDE>::=INCLUDE | EXCLUDE
10: <TARGETS>::=<>|targetSet={<TARGET-SET>};
11: <TARGET-SET>::= <>|<TARGET>|<TARGET-
SET>,<TARGET>
12: <TARGET>::=any sequence of unicode char-
acters starting with a letter of target name

(7) Report Condition Definition Schema

1: < REPORT-CONDITION-STATEMENT > ::= <> |
PolicyReportCondition {
2: < REPORT-CONDITION-NAME >
3: < DESCRIPTION >
4: < REFINEMENT-TYPE >
5: < ACCOUNT-TYPE >
6: }
7: <REPORT-CONDITION-NAME>::= reportCondi-
tionName=<NAME>;
8: <REFINEMENT-TYPE>::=
refinementType=<REFINEMENT-VALUE>;
9: <REFINEMENT-VALUE>::= CUR-
RENTS|ADDITIONS|DELETIONS
10: <ACCOUNT-TYPE>::= <>|
accountType={<ACCOUNT-VALUE>};
11: <ACCOUNT-VALUE>::= ACCOUNT | UNACCOUNT

4.2 Runtime subsystem: enacting policies

As the runtime components of the referential framework, we
implement the policy enactment engines that collaboratively
work to provide the functionality of RFID event manage-
ment policy enactment services through the rXPXP policy
message exchange protocol mechanism. The core of the run-
time components is the RFID event management policy en-
actment engine, and its possible implementation architecture
is depicted in Fig. 3. The engine has two types of subsys-
tems, such as policy definition interface and rule transfor-

mation subsystem and rule-based policy analysis and enact-
ment subsystem. These subsystems eventually collaborate to
perform the following essential functions:

– Analyzing the policy profile transferred from the policy
clients

– Making decision of selecting an appropriate policy from
the analyzed policy profiles and replying the decision to
the corresponding policy client

– Processing the requested policies from the heterogeneous
RFID event management policy enactment services

– Distributing newly registered policies and updated poli-
cies to the reader group of policy clients

Additionally, the RFID event management policy en-
forcement points play an important role of brokers for ex-
changing policy messages between multiple policy enact-
ment engines, and between the policy clients and the corre-
sponding policy enactment engine as well. Also, the RFID
event management policy clients represent the conventional
RFID event processing systems supporting EPCglobal Sa-
vant, ALE 1.0 or ALE 1.1, ISO/IEC 24791-2 (Data Man-
agement Part), and other vendor-specific specifications. As
a consequence, the requested policies from the application
developers are transformed into the specifications supported
by one of the associated policy clients by the correspond-
ing policy enactment engine. One of the policy transforma-
tion algorithms implemented by the authors [22] is given
in Fig. 5, the primary function of which is to transform a
rXPDL-based RFID event management policy into a spec-
ification of the EPCGlobal’s ALE. Note that we won’t de-
scribe the detailed explanation of the algorithm because
of the page limitation. However, we express it as descrip-
tively as possible so as to easily grasp the algorithm. Fi-
nally, the administration and monitoring clients provide an
unified interfaces so as for the users to audit, monitor, and
report the policy enactment histories logged by the cor-
responding RFID event management policy enactment en-
gines.

4.3 An operational example

In order to prove the soundness of the implemented policy-
driven RFID event management system, we try to give an
operational example with a hypothetical scenario. The sce-
nario assumes that we implement a security service for
managing high-priced exhibitions in an art museum by us-
ing RFID technology, and through this scenario we expect
to give much more detailed comprehension of the rXPDL
schema and the rXPXP protocol. Let’s imagine an art mu-
seum consisting of three buildings (A and B) that are man-
aged under the department of Cultural Heritage Administra-
tion.
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Fig. 5 A policy transformation
algorithm: from rXPDL-based
policy To EPCGlobal’s ALE
specification

Then, an administrator in the department should define a
relevant policy specification for deploying the security ser-
vice to the high-priced exhibitions to be exhibited in the two
buildings. By using a RFID event management policy mod-
eling tool, he/she is able to easily define a policy specifi-

cation of the security service without recognizing the details
of RFID resources like RF-tags, devices, RFID middlewares
and even the application’s domain knowledge. The follow-
ing is an example of the security policy specification accord-
ing to the schema/meta-model of rXPDL:
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Fig. 6 A possible system configuration for the art museum scenario

0: POLICY {
1: roles = ’Art Museum Management’;
2: policyName = ’Exhibitions Management Policy’;
3: strategy = ’DO-UNTIL-SUCCESS’;
4: PolicyEventDeclaration {
5: TimeDeclaration { eventCycle = ’1000’; }
6: LocationDeclaration { locationSet = { ’ALL’
}; }
7: TargetDeclaration {

admissionType = ’INCLUSION’;
targetSet = { ’ALL’ }; }

8: RefinementDeclaration {
refinementCycle = ’DELETIONS’; } }

9: PolicyCondition { expression = ’TRUE’; }
10: PolicyAction { AlarmToAdministrator( ); }
11: }

After defining the security policy specification, the ad-
ministrator registers the policy into an policy resource repos-
itory of the RFID-based art museum security management
system. A possible configuration of the system is depicted
in Fig. 6. Each of the art museum buildings is managed by
a RFID event management policy enactment server, which
is connected to a RFID event management policy enforce-
ment point in the referential framework. Of course, the RFID
event management policy server in the system configura-
tion communicates with the corresponding policy enforce-
ment point through the rXPXP protocol that provides the
commands like REQ and DEC. That is, the security policy
specification will be transformed into the specification of the
conventional RFID event management framework or stan-
dards, like EPCglobal ALE or ISO/IEC SSI Part 2 standard,
by the RFID event management policy enactment engine of
the referential framework. Finally, the transformed specifi-
cation forms a policy message and is transmitted into the
policy client through the policy message exchange protocol.
Note that, due to the page limitation, we would not describe

the details of the security policy specification and its opera-
tional protocol formats in this paper.

5 Related works

So far, there exist several researches related with this topic
for easily specifying RFID event-constraints by furnishing
with a high-level abstraction, which is generally called the
rule-based RFID service management frameworks and sys-
tems. That is, Wang [10] proposed the rule condition and
method of action definition for RFID service integrations
according to the specific events obtained from the con-
text elements and event refinement declarations with re-
spect to time, location and target. His approach also sup-
ported the negative condition syntax related to the tense
constraints. However, the declaration part of the event re-
finement method takes into account just time, location and
target, and did not support the method of report conditions
that are considered in this paper. Therefore, his approach
may be unsuitable for the service domains possibly gener-
ating a huge amount of events. Xu [8] suggested the opera-
tion method. The method detects from several RFID readers
by applying the Manchester coding algorithm after allocat-
ing a collection pattern about a large amount of low events,
and then it makes running through query retrievals for the
corresponding business rules that are registered previously
after analyzing some derivations between patterns of rele-
vant events. However, the proposed method has some disad-
vantages in terms of that it needs a certain amount of high-
capacity storage in order to analyzing patterns in a large
amount of low events.

Additionally, Moon [9] proposed the CEL (Contex-
tual Event Language) description language to define RFID
events, which is satisfied with the registered event cycle
specifications such as the event refinement specifications
and rules. However, the proposed method may have some
limitations in terms of that the users ought to completely
understand the structures of the event cycle specifications in
order to define the rule conditions. And, Kim [11] proposed
the description method that can define not only the condi-
tion syntaxes of business rules as BESpec (Business Event
Specification), but also the corresponding event refinement
specifications according to the previously registered event
cycle specifications. And it can integrate the performance
results of BESpec into a composite web service defined in
BEReport (Business Event Report). However, the users still
should understand the detailed structures of ECSpecs and
ECReports in order to define the BESpec.

Finally, based on the same purposes with above research
results, our research group has been doing several research
trials like [14–16] and [22]. This paper, as one of these re-
search results collaboratively done by our research group, is
the extended version of [14].
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6 Conclusions

So far, this paper has presented the details of the referen-
tial framework that is able to be a implementation template
of policy-driven RFID event management systems for re-
alizing a user-friendly RFID application interface compo-
nent characterized by a higher level of abstraction and trans-
parency. Particularly, in this paper we pointed out the limi-
tations of the conventional RFID event management frame-
works and standardized specifications, and proposed a feasi-
ble solution for resolving the limitations through the concept
of policy and its related referential framework and its imple-
mentable architecture. Conclusively, we were able to prove
the feasibility of the proposed referential framework by im-
plementing a system and its operable example. Furthermore,
the policy-driven RFID events management framework and
its mechanisms are able to convey more convenient, intel-
ligent and broad-ranged RFID services to the RFID appli-
cation developers and managers. It is strongly believed that
the proposed RFID events management framework should
be an impeccable solution for realizing the useful, effec-
tive, flexible, and extensible RFID events management sys-
tems.
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